
Dacia Dokker VAN

The name "Dokker" is derived from the English word "dockworker" which refers to the workers
involved in ship loading and unloading in ports. It highlights thus the loading capacity of these two
vehicles, their modularity and robustness.

The utility version, Dacia Dokker Van, is a reliable and robust van. Its loading capacity is at the best
level in this segment, given the modularity of the right side seat (the Dacia Easy Seat option). Loading
is made easier by the large sliding side door. Dokker Van offers many transformation possibilities and
a wide range of accessories, in order to best meet users' expectations.

Dacia Dokker Van, among the most practical models in its category

Given its size (length-4.36 m, width-1.75 m and height -1.81 m), Dacia Dokker Van provides a
generous 3.3 m3 loading volume and 1.9 m loading length. 

Its loading capacity increases in the case of the Dacia Easy Seat option. The passenger seat becomes
multi-purpose: it may be tilted to create a table-like flat surface and may also be bent over in the
"wallet" position, against the document box, to reach a 2.42 m loading length. Moreover, the seat
may be removed from the vehicle, providing a loading volume of 3.9 m3. The latter configuration
allows the easy loading of 3 m long objects (loading length: 3.11 m). With such figures Dacia Dokker
Van ranks among the most functional vehicles in its segment. Its modularity does not affect
passenger comfort, because Dacia Easy Seat is length-adjustable and the seat back is reclinable. The
maximum useful load of Dacia Dokker Van reaches 750 kg.

Read the detailed product description

 [1]
[1]For model configuration and prices, please visit the site dacia.ro [2] or the Dacia commercial site in
your country [3]. 
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